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Bidirectional data streaming that powers your healthcare ecosystem 
Unlock multiple downstream solutions via a single point of integration 

◆ FHIR 
◆ HL7 
◆ CCD 
◆ X12 
◆ XML 
◆ JSON 
◆ Flat Files / CSVs 
◆ DICOM 
◆ NCPDP 
◆ 27 Custom EHR APIs 

◆ Bulk Data Backloads / Uploads 
◆ Interface Filtering 
◆ Translation Sets 
◆ Workflow Normalization 
◆ Custom Data Configurations 

…plus 90 other EHRs 

◆ Stream directly into Bronze/Silver/Gold Medallion architectures 
◆ Care gap identification and patient engagement 
◆ Clinical analytics for population health and quality reporting 
◆ Prior authorization and risk scoring 
◆ …and so much more 



Lower the barrier of entry with our simple implementation schema 
Avoid drawn out integration timelines and begin using Azure Databricks today 

Kickoff & Connectivity 

Connectivity to EHR EHR Build and Functional Testing  End-to-End Testing  Soft Go-Live 

Integration Test 

Go-Live 

Go-Live 

Configurations 

 1 week  1 - 2 weeks  1 - 2 weeks  1 week 

Total Install 
Time:  4 - 6 weeks 

Hurdles faced by traditional integration routes that Redox solves: 
Upfront costs: Development, deployment, and testing 
Ongoing costs: Monitoring, technical support, and troubleshooting 
Expertise: Data access expertise, implementation, etc. 

Security: Levels of risk, audits, certifications, etc. 
Release timing: Market launch, customer use (go-live) 
Project prioritization: Many IT projects, new interfaces have unknown efforts/risks 

1 hour call  8 Hours 
 

3 Hours 
 

2 Hours 
 

 

1 Hour 
 

 



Get started fast with QuickStart 
Integrate multiple formats of healthcare source data  

                       Azure Databricks  Connector

Leading 
Microsoft and 

Databricks 
partner

Redox provides a fully managed integration 
solution, allowing for maximum flexibility and 
ease of use integrating health data sources.

Ideal Customer 
Profile

HLS Majors, Strategics, and SMC customers 
interested in exploring Azure Databricks use 
cases, in need of scalable integration strategy.

Microsoft seller 
information

Transact QuickStart on Azure Marketplace. 
Retire customer quotas and MACC obligations. 

Time 4-6 weeks from scoping to production go-live.

Upfront costs $0* [ECIF-funded] *dependent upon data scope.

Ongoing costs Consumption-based pricing for Redox platform. 
Reach out for transaction schedule.

Staffing Minimal upfront, low ongoing.

Interested to learn more? Reach out!

◆ Redox Leads: Cal Harris and Toryn Slater 

Source Data  
(EHRs, HIEs, Clearinghouses, Payers, Digital Health Apps)  

 
HL7v2, X12, CCD, DICOM, FHIR, Flat Files 

mailto:charris@redoxengine.com
mailto:tslater@redoxengine.com


Have a customer 
opportunity? 

Here’s what you 
can do.

- Explore the Redox QuickStart Azure 
marketplace listing here 

- Ping Cal Harris (Partnership Director) 
at Redox to connect with the 
corresponding account team 

mailto:charris@redoxengine.com

